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UC San Diego should be “a complex open system” with a culture and institutions that are problem-oriented and multidisciplinary.
Global Education and Engagement

Global Health Major

Eleanor Roosevelt College
• “The Making of the Modern World”

Mexican Migration Field Research Project

Global TIES (Teams in Engineering Service)
“One Village Philippines”

Goal: design and build sustainable, solar-powered street lamps that can withstand extreme weather, including typhoons.
Global Research and Engagement

Grand research themes
- understanding and protecting the planet
- enriching human life and society
- exploring the basis of human knowledge, learning, and creativity
- understanding cultures and addressing disparities in society

Campus strategy
- seed funding for large-scale, multidisciplinary centers
  - Institute for Integrative Science of the Developing Mind and Brain
- collaborative platforms to facilitate work of faculty
  - Qualcomm Institute
- link research and education through scholarship programs
  - Frontiers of Innovation Scholarship Program
Global Strategy

Keys to success
○ facilitating individual efforts
○ creating responsive and flexible institutions
○ conducting routine assessment

○ Senior Director, International Initiatives
○ Committee on Global Affairs
Alan Houston
Senior Director, International Initiatives
Professor of Political Science
☎ 858/822-6528
✉ ahouston@ucsd.edu